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Buy VPS with Bitcoin


	MonoVM
	Buy VPS with Bitcoin






Are you looking for a way to “how to buy VPS with bitcoin?” and looking for VPS providers that accept bitcoin? Look no further! At MonoVm, we offer a wide range of VPS solutions, and you can pay with Bitcoin and crypto buy VPS with bitcoin, ensuring your transactions are secure and private. In this guide, we'll take you through everything you need to know about buying VPS with Bitcoin and the benefits of using our Bitcoin VPS services








 





WHY BUY VPS WITH CRYPTOCURRENCY?


1. Low fees: you can avoid high transaction fees charged by banks and other financial institutions. Crypto offers a fast and convenient purchase method without going through a middleman.


2. Anonymous payment: Another benefit of using crypto to buy VPS is that you can remain anonymous. When you use traditional methods such as credit cards or PayPal, your personal information is attached to the transaction. With crypto, you can choose to keep your identity private.


3. Security: Finally, crypto offers a level of security that is not available with other payment methods. When you purchase with crypto, the transaction is encrypted and stored on a blockchain – a public ledger of all transactions that cannot be tampered with. This ensures that your personal information and payment details are safe from hackers and fraudsters.


PAYMENT METHODS FOR CRYPTO VPS HOSTING?
Are you looking for a cheap VPS bitcoin payment? VPS hosting accepts Bitcoin. We accept bitcoin (BTC), Litecoin, Bitcoin cash(BCH), Ethereum, XRP, Cardano(ADA), and all other major Altcoins on MonoVM. You can buy cheap VPS with bitcoin or buy cheap VPS with crypto here at MonoVM.
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Purchase VPS with Bitcoin






Paying for a VPS with cryptocurrency is simple. You just need to select your Cheap Bitcoin VPS plan, then choose a crypto option in the payment section and with crypto buy VPS.









 














(Rated 4.5 from 54 votes)









Windows VPS


High quality remote desktop access and instant activation.


STARTING FROM


$ 16.99/MO


Full Administrator Access

Dedicated Resources

99.99 % Uptime

24'7 Support

Unlimited(Europe)

SSD Caching


GET STARTED










Linux VPS


Fast, secure, and reliable VPS service with customizable configuration.


STARTING FROM


$ 5.99
/MO (billed semiannually)



Full Administrator Access

Dedicated Resources

99.99 % Uptime

24'7 Support

Unlimited(Europe)

SSD caching


GET STARTED










Buy RDP


Run your private website hosting with dedicated resources.


STARTING FROM


$ 14.99/MO


Full Administrator Access

Dedicated Resources

99.99 % Uptime

24'7 Support

Unlimited(Europe)

SSD caching


GET STARTED










Forex VPS


Forex VPS: Reliable, low-latency hosting for automated currency trading


STARTING FROM


$ 42.99/MO


Full Administrator Access

Dedicated Resources

99.99 % Uptime

24x7 Support

Unlimited(Europe)

SSD caching


GET STARTED









+80000 Positive Feedback
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Money Back Guarantee
[image: Money Back Guarantee VPS Hosting]



Speed Test
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Why Choosing MonoVm’s Bitcoin VPS?




	
a. Enhanced Privacy and Security:

With Bitcoin VPS cheap, your personal and financial data remains secure, as you don't have to provide sensitive information during the transaction. This added layer of privacy is crucial for protecting yourself from identity theft and other online vulnerabilities. This cloud VPS bitcoin guarantees your security.

	
b. Faster Transactions:

Bitcoin transactions are lightning-fast compared to traditional payment methods. You no longer have to endure long processing times, and you can start using your VPS almost instantly after payment.

	
c. Global Accessibility:

Bitcoin is a decentralized currency that knows no borders. By using Bitcoin to purchase our VPS services, you can make payments from anywhere in the world without worrying about exchange rates or international transaction fees.

	
d. Flexibility:

We offer a variety of VPS plans, and with Bitcoin payments, you have the flexibility to choose the plan and best VPS with crypto that best suits your needs. Whether you need a small VPS for personal projects or a powerful one for resource-intensive applications, we have the right plan for you.











 





Buy VPS with Bitcoin Instant






We at MonoVM care about our customers and offer top-of-the-line BTC VPS hosting services. For your satisfaction, you can buy vps server with bitcoin at MonoVM.









 




Windows Remote Desktop


All windows VPS plans include full administrator remote desktop access with the possibility to install your own software. Our recommended OS are windows server 2008, 2008 R2 and 2012 R2.






Full SSH access


All Linux VPS plans include full root access provided with the SSH security protocol. Different versions of CentOS, Ubuntu, Debian and other Linux distributions can be provided but we always recommend using the latest stable versions. All softwares and hosting control panels can be installed on them.






Upgradable Plans


All VPS plans are upgradeable, therefore when more resources are needed you can easily upgrade your VPS to meet all your needs.






Advanced Customer Support


MonoVM support team consists of software and hardware specialists who are online 24/7 waiting to help you in any way possible. We value quality above all else.







Enterprise-Grade hardware


MonoVM VPS servers run on high-end Intel and Supermicro processors with storage devices that are configured in RAID 10 arrays using enterprise RAID controllers with integrated SSD caching optimized by MonoVM technicians. These servers are equipped with high rpm HDDs and enterprise-grade SSDs.They are strategically located in first-class data centers around the globe in more than 10 countries which provides you the possibility to pick for your convenience.


GET STARTED















About Bitcoin VPS Server



Virtual Private Servers, or VPS, provide users with a dedicated virtual environment within a physical server. It's like having your own private space on the internet, giving you full control over the server's resources. At MonoVm, we take this a step further by accepting Bitcoin as a payment method for our VPS plans.


Best Bitcoin VPS provides an extra layer of anonymity and security for your transactions. With traditional payment methods, sensitive financial information is often exposed during the checkout process. However, by utilizing Bitcoin, you can rest assured that your payment details are kept confidential and protected from potential cyber threats.









 





HAVE QUESTIONS?






Here are the most common questions we get from our customers, Hence we elaborated our FAQ to ensure you find answers as quick as possible.









 






What is VPS bitcoin hosting?





Here is where you can find VPS hosting bitcoin payment. Bitcoin VPS hosting offers a cost-effective and private solution for web hosting, utilizing decentralized cryptocurrency as payment. With no reliance on traditional financial institutions, it provides enhanced security and privacy. Explore the benefits of Bitcoin VPS hosting over traditional providers and enjoy a secure online presence without compromising your financial freedom.











What is Virtualization?





Virtualization is the process of creating a virtual version of a physical resource or system at the same level of abstraction. In the context of computing, virtualization involves creating virtual computer hardware platforms, storage devices, and network resources.

A virtual private server (VPS) is a prime example of virtualization in action. It operates as a virtual machine provided by an Internet hosting service. Customers have the ability to run their own operating system instance with superuser-level access, allowing them to install various software applications. While a VPS offers similar functionality to a dedicated physical server, it is easier to create and configure as it is software-defined.

The benefits of virtualization include cost savings, as virtual servers are less expensive than their physical counterparts. However, performance may vary depending on the workload of other virtual machines sharing the same physical hardware.

Virtualization has its roots in the 1960s when mainframe computers were used to logically divide system resources among different applications. IBM CP/CMS was an early example of successful virtualization, where each user was provided with a simulated standalone System/360 computer. Over time, the concept of virtualization has expanded to encompass a wide range of applications and technologies.












What kind of cryptocurrency do you accept?





If you are looking for a VPS that accepts crypto, visit MonoVM. Buying VPS Bitcoin accepted. You can buy VPS with BTC, Ethereum, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash, Monero, Ripple, Dash, and many more.











How to buy VPS with bitcoin?





When finding a VPS provider that accepts Bitcoin, the best place to start is MonoVM. We have more than 60000 positive feedback from our clients in the Coinpayments payment gateway.

The first step is to create an account and select your desired package. When it comes to paying for your VPS with Bitcoin, there are two options: you can either pay directly from your Bitcoin wallet or use a third-party service such as BitPay and Coinpayments.

If you choose to pay directly from your wallet, send the required amount of BTC to the address provided by the MonoVM support. Once the transaction has been confirmed, your account will be activated, and you'll be able to access your new VPS.

The process is slightly different if you opt to use BitPay or Coinpayments. You'll need to generate an invoice and pay using your chosen cryptocurrency. Once the payment has been made, it will forward the funds to the VPS provider on your behalf. The advantage of using BitPay is that it allows you to pay with various cryptocurrencies, not just Bitcoin.

Once you've made your payment and your account has been activated, you'll be able to access your VPS and start using it immediately. And that's all there is to it! Buying a VPS with Bitcoin is a relatively simple process, offering several benefits over traditional payment methods.












What happens if I reach my bandwidth on my VPS?





You cannot reach a bandwidth limit on MonoVM VPS servers because all our VPS services come with unlimited bandwidth.











Are there multiple ways to pay for my VPS?





Yes, we offer multiple payment options.

	You can choose to pay with Perfect Money
	transact with Ethereum
	use your PayPal
	 account, use your Credit Card
	 or make a payment using USDT













What VPS locations do you offer in Europe?





We have a variety of VPS locations in Europe:

	UK VPS Hosting
	Germany VPS
	Austria VPS
	Netherlands VPS Hosting
	Romania VPS














More than 80000 positive feedback.





We accept multiple cryptocurrencies as a payment gateway for our services. As soon as your crypto payment is confirmed, we will provide the services. You can check the feedback of over 40000 customers who used crypto payments on our platform.











Do you have a money back guarantee?





Yes, you can cancel within 7 days of purchasinga service and are eligible for a full refund. However the money back guarantee is not valid for dedicated servers, domain registrations, add-on products and for all cryptocurrencies. To learn more, check our terms and conditions.











Can I upgrade my VPS plan later?





Absolutely! At MonoVm, we understand that your hosting needs may evolve over time. We offer flexible VPS plans that allow you to upgrade whenever you need more resources or enhanced performance. Whether your website experiences increased traffic, or your applications demand more processing power, you can easily upgrade to a higher VPS plan to accommodate your growing requirements. Upgrading is a seamless process, and you can do it through your account dashboard or by reaching out to our customer support team for assistance.











Where are your crypto VPS servers located?





MonoVm's VPS services are available in more than 10 locations worldwide. Our strategically placed data centers span across different continents, including North America, Europe, Asia, and more. This diverse network of server locations ensures that you can choose the server that is geographically closest to your target audience. By doing so, you can achieve lower latency and faster loading times for your websites or applications, resulting in a better user experience. You can find the full cheap crypto VPS list of our server locations on our website or reach out to our customer support for more specific information.











How can I access my Bitcoin VPS?





Well, We talked about having a VPS server pay with bitcoin at MonoVM. Accessing your Bitcoin VPS is a straightforward process. Once you've completed the purchase and the VPS bitcoin payment is confirmed, you will receive an email with all the necessary details to access your VPS. This email will typically contain the login credentials, such as the IP address, username, and password. You can use this information to connect to your VPS using Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) for Windows-based VPS or Secure Shell (SSH) for Linux-based VPS.
If you're new to managing VPS servers, don't worry! Our support team is available 24/7 to assist you with any setup or configuration questions you may have. Feel free to reach out to us, and we'll be more than happy to guide you through the process of accessing and setting up your Bitcoin VPS.


















Operating Systems






With all our cheap Crypto VPS servers, we allow you to choose your preferred operating system.









 

Windows server
CentOS
Ubuntu
Debian
Fedora
Free BSD
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 Windows VPS server


Windows Server is a group of operating systems designed by Microsoft that supports enterprise-level management, data storage, applications, and communications. Previous versions of Windows Server have focused on stability, security, networking, and various improvements to the file system. Other improvements also have included improvements to deployment technologies, as well as increased hardware support.
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 CentOS VPS


CentOS Linux is a community-supported distribution derived from sources freely provided to the public by Red Hat for Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL). As such, CentOS Linux aims to be functionally compatible with RHEL. Each CentOS version is maintained for up to 10 years (by means of security updates - the duration of the support interval by Red Hat has varied over time with respect to Sources released). This results in a secure, low-maintenance, reliable, predictable and reproducible Linux environment.
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 Ubuntu VPS


Ubuntu is a free and open-source operating system and Linux distribution based on Debian. Ubuntu is offered in three official editions: Ubuntu Desktop, Ubuntu Server and Ubuntu Core each having their own specific performances. There are new releases of Ubuntu every 6 months while the long-term support (LTS) releases occur once every two years. Canonical provides free guaranteed security updates and support for each Ubuntu release, starting from the release date and until the release reaches its predesignated end-of-life (EOL) date.
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 Debian VPS


Debian has access to online repositories that contain over 51,000 software packages making it the largest software compilation. Debian officially contains only free software, but non-free software can be downloaded and installed from the Debian repositories. Debian includes popular free programs such as LibreOffice, Firefox web browser, Evolution mail, K3b disc burner, VLC media player, GIMP image editor, and Evince document viewer.
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 Fedora


Fedora contains software distributed under various free and open-source licenses and aims to be on the leading edge of such technologies. Fedora has a reputation for focusing on innovation, integrating new technologies early on and working closely with upstream Linux communities. Making changes upstream instead of specifically for Fedora ensures that the changes are available to all Linux distributions.
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 Free BSD


FreeBSD is an operating system used to power modern servers, desktops, and embedded platforms. A large community has continually developed it for more than thirty years. Its advanced networking, security, and storage features have made FreeBSD the platform of choice for many of the busiest websites and most pervasive embedded networking and storage devices.














 




What Our Users Have To Say?



Our satisfied users have spoken, and their experiences with MonoVm's Bitcoin VPS have been nothing short of exceptional. They appreciate the seamless payment process, which eliminates the need for sharing sensitive financial information.


Many users have also praised the global accessibility of best VPS Bitcoin payments. Regardless of where they are located, they can quickly and securely complete their transactions.


Additionally, users value the enhanced privacy and security provided by VPS BTC payment. With the rising concerns about online privacy, using Bitcoin for VPS payments has become a popular choice among our clientele.















Need Help?

Call Us: +1 (506) 500-5957

Contact Us

Join Us
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Address: 
MonoVM
Networks 
 Sauletekio al. 15, Vilnius, Lithuania.

Company Number: 304811786


Canada
: +1 (506) 500-5957

Lithuania:
+370 5 205 5502

Support@monovm.com
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Premium VPS Provider,

Trusted by Over 200K Users


32 Reviews | 4.5 Average
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